JUNIOR OFFICER BUNKROOM
A newly commissioned ensign gets his first ship assignment.
USS Intrepid (CV-11). He reports to the pier in Norfolk, Virginia.
Finds an open bunk. Stows his uniforms, collapses into bed.
Welcome home.

Midshipmen in the
junior officer bunkroom.
(USS Intrepid Cruise Book, 1958)

Intrepid’s crew averaged about 3,000 men. About 300 of them—
or 10 percent—were officers, including pilots. Intrepid’s lowestranking officers slept in bunkrooms like this. Most officers eventually
moved up and moved out to smaller staterooms like those nearby.

Jim Converse, an officer in the Operations
Department, in his stateroom in the early
1970s. The Navy had recently allowed
facial hair.
(Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum.
Gift of Jim Converse. P2015.47)

Even in this crowded room, officers had more space than enlisted
men did. Each officer had a bunk, a desk and a safe. They socialized
here, chatting about the day’s operations, their fellow crew members,
the latest news or loved ones back home.

OFFICERS
AND ENLISTED
“When I came aboard,
the senior chief petty
officer—a senior
bosun’s mate named
Pike—spent a few
hours telling me how
the division was run.
The next day, I had to
give him orders. I had
to learn how to make
things happen without
acting like a tyrant.
If you start ordering
people around who
were supposed to
support you, you
just worked against
yourself.”

Is he wearing a jacket or jumper?
Combination cover or Dixie cup on his head?
Stripes or chevrons on his sleeve? Uniforms
identified Intrepid officers and enlisted
sailors at a glance.
Likewise, officers’ staterooms looked very
different than crew berthing—more space,
more storage, more privacy. Fewer snoring
roommates. Being an officer had its privileges.
Intrepid’s officers managed the ship’s
departments, typically overseeing the work
of enlisted men. Some sailors developed close
bonds with officers who acted as mentors.
Other sailors felt resentment toward officers
who were condescending, unfair or out of
touch with the experiences of enlisted men.

Morris Mellion, Assistant Division Officer,
First Division, 1961–1963

Cdr. C.T. Lannan in his stateroom in 1944.
(National Archives and Records Administration)

RACE AND RATINGS
“Not only blacks but
Filipinos also have
been exploited by
being confined to
the food services or
steward rate for many
years. Conditions are
slowly changing.”
F. Willis, Food Services.
Quoted in The Achiever, June 1971.

During Intrepid’s service, a steward’s mate
scrubbed, mopped and tidied this stateroom.
That man was probably black or Filipino.
President Harry S. Truman desegregated the
U.S. military in 1948. Yet racial discrimination
was still pervasive in the military, and the
U.S. Navy assigned almost all black sailors
to menial roles. The Navy had a recruiting
agreement with the Philippines. Most Filipinos
served as stewards.
In the 1960s and 1970s, the Navy began to
improve career opportunities for minority
sailors. The end of the draft in 1973 pushed
the Navy to enlist sailors from all backgrounds.
Today’s Navy is more diverse than it was
during Intrepid’s service. In 1971, only 5.3
percent of enlisted sailors were black. In 2012,
that number was closer to 19 percent.
The steward rating no longer exists. Its duties
are now part of the culinary specialist rating.

Cleaning and maintaining a ship was everyone’s
responsibility. However, steward’s mates had
specific cleaning and serving duties.
“Duties of the Stewardsman,” Stewardsman, Navy Training
Course, 1957. (Naval History and Heritage Command)

TRIPLE STIX
“This peaceful sea
under a brilliant,
soft moon leaves one
feeling very secure,
very relaxed and
peaceful and in love
with living. Doesn’t
seem possible that
in a short month we
will be fighting in
a garish, insane war
bent on destroying
each other and
scabbing the earth
with bomb craters.”
Triple Stix Log, May 24, 1967

April 1967. Norfolk, Virginia.
Attack squadron VA-34 chose its quarters.
Four junior pilots—Ben Heald, Jim VanLiere,
Brian Walker and Bernard Fipp—settled into
stateroom 0111, which was located to your
left. They called it “Triple Stix.” Intrepid soon
carried them to the Gulf of Tonkin. Their
mission: bomb targets in North Vietnam.
Surface-to-air missiles. Anti-aircraft fire.
Rough weather. When they launched from
Intrepid, the four fliers faced danger on
every flight.
Parties. Mustaches. Practical jokes. Safely
back in Triple Stix, the twentysomething pilots
acted their age.
The Intrepid Museum has re-created some
features of Triple Stix based on historic
photographs, architectural elements and the
pilots’ recollections.

Three of the four residents
of Triple Stix in their
stateroom. Shown here,
from left to right, are Ben
Heald, Jim VanLiere
and Bernard Fipp.
(Collection of the Intrepid Sea,
Air & Space Museum. Gift of Brian
Walker. P2015.05.39)

TRIPLE STIX LOG
In 1967, four junior pilots from attack squadron VA-34 shared a stateroom in
the fo’c’sle. From May 11 through November 23, 1967, these four roommates
wrote in a shared diary. The diary reveals the experiences of Intrepid’s pilots
during the Vietnam War. Entries often juxtapose the stresses of combat with
mundane or even humorous aspects of life on board.
Excerpts from the diary are reproduced here.
Brian Walker, at far right, was a resident of Triple
Stix. Here, Walker stands with other VA-34 pilots:
Bob Eicher, Sam Hawkins and Dan Snavely.
(Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum.
Gift of Brian Walker. P2015.05.39)

August 4–7, 1967

June 24, 1967
The pilots describe flying over bomb-scarred
landscapes devoid of human activity. They also
write about their mustaches, or lack thereof.

The pilots write about their “hops,” or combat
flights. Some go more smoothly than others.
They describe a party in their stateroom.

Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum. Gift of naval aviators
Ben Heald, Jim VanLiere, Brian Walker and Bernard Fipp. 2012.04

